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ABSTRACT: - In today’s world all electronic systems are connected in order to exchange information i.e.
THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THING (IIOT) is no more dreams, but a reality. We are very familiar with
Present situation which prove that the industrial equipment companies are expanding (IIOT) by creating
complex systems that integrate sensors, processors and communication to create intelligent factories,
smart grids and even smart cities. Also electric vehicles are making names for themselves as upcoming
technology. A Gateway is collection of node that connects two networks using different protocols together.
A gateway is a tool (network) that is used to join two dissimilar networks. Through this gateway we can
receive the data as-well-as sort the data and store it in cloud. So our proposed work is aimed at an effective
gateway using multi-protocol which can be used in industry-4.0 and electric vehicle to perform different
thing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Upcoming industries need improvisation, in order to make profit, more flexibility in their designs,
and more knowledge about the procedure and fabricate products, smarter in the processing of these data
and a fruitful integration of the human experience interaction .However, as new invention is introduced into
the factory sector, some rules must be followed. The main thing of industries is that generation of product
cannot be stop. Upcoming technologies must be compatible with old devices, and interoperability between
vendors should be facilitated. Moreover, the solutions must be allocated to support real-time operation,
cyber security and in some cases, safety. An IOT gateway which is collection of node provides a bridge
between devices in the field (factory floor, home, etc.); the cloud, where data is collected, stored and
manipulated by enterprise applications; and the user equipment (Smartphone, tablets etc.). The IOT
gateway provides a connection which can be used to communicate between devices and cloud. A Gateway is
collection of node that connects two networks using different protocols together. Through this gateway we
can receive the data as-well-as sort the data and store it in cloud. The CAN module will be connected to the
car which will send the status of battery, fuel, engine etc. The cloud is used to collect the data and then
analyse it in a proper way which will be sent to the user. The cloud which we are going to use first is Ubidots
which has simple cloud computing operations. Then we will be using AWS (Amazon Web Server) which will
handle big data.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Study on IOT Architecture and Gateway Technology
Published in 2014 contains the information about IOT architecture and gateway technologies. From this
research paper we learn about the gateway and how different communication protocols are connected using
gateway. Paper also explained about upcoming technologies in market related to gateways and also the
impact of new gateways on IOT world.
B. Smart Vehicles Management System by Using Gateway, Hand-Set and Vmp
Published in 2007, the paper explains about all upcoming smart vehicles and briefs us about all the
technologies present in vehicle which make it as smart vehicles. Paper also contains information about CAN
module and how it can be used in vehicles to vehicles communication. Also paper has detailed description
about the role of gateway in smart vehicles.
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C. Telematics Gateway and Power Saving Method for Electric Vehicle
It gives detailed information about electric vehicle and also contain information regarding its
characteristics. It contains information related to gateways in electric vehicles and also contains description
related to batteries, mechanism of charging and discharging, control etc.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure1. Block Diagram of the Proposed Gateway
B. COMPONENTS
i. ESP-32
ESP32 is a series of low-cost, low-power system on chip microcontrollers with integrated WiFi and dual-mode Bluetooth. Its robust application is that it is capable of functioning reliably in
industrial environments, and its operating temperature ranges from –40°C to +125°C. Powered
by advanced calibration circuitries, ESP32 can dynamically remove external circuit
imperfections and adapt to changes in external conditions.

Figure2. ESP-WROOM-32
ii. CAN MODULE
CAN interconnects a network of modules (or nodes) using two wire, twisted pair cable. CAN is
a serial, multimaster, multicast protocol, which means that when the bus is free, any node can
send a message (multimaster), and all nodes may receive and act on the message (multicast).

Figure3. CAN Module
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iii. SENSORS
a. TEMPERATURE SENSOR
A temperature sensor is a device, typically, a thermocouple or RTD that provides for
temperature measurement through an electrical signal. A thermocouple is made from
two dissimilar metals that generate electrical voltage in direct proportion to changes in
temperature. An RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector) is a variable resistor that will
change its electrical resistance in direct proportion to changes in temperature in a
precise, repeatable and nearly linear manner.

b.

c.

Figure4. Temperature Sensor
MOISTURE SENSOR
A humidity sensor (or hygrometer) senses, measures and reports both moisture and air
temperature. The ratio of moisture in the air to the highest amount of moisture at a
particular air temperature is called relative humidity. Relative humidity becomes an
important factor, when looking for comfort.

Figure5. Moisture Sensor
VIBRATION SENSOR
Vibration sensors are sensors for measuring, displaying, and analysing linear velocity,
displacement and proximity, or acceleration. Vibration — however subtle and
unnoticed by human senses — is a tell-tale sign of machine condition. Abnormal
vibration indicative of problems with an industrial machine can be detected early and
repaired before the event of machine failure; because such a failure is potentially costly
in terms of time, cost, and productivity, vibration measurement allows industrial plants
to increase efficiency and save money.

Figure6. Vibration Sensor
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iv. CLOUD
With Ubidots, users self-design IoT and Cloud applications. All Ubidots users begin with a 1
Application which can contain multiple Organizations, Devices, Dashboards, and Users. An IoT
or Cloud Application is any program that performs X function with the intention of receiving Y
results. IoT Applications generally incorporates sensor data to perform any number of
functions. Cloud Applications are a combination of physical sensor data combined with digital
data (e.g. real-time stock or gas prices) to realize additional insights beyond the raw data from
the sensors.

Figure7. Ubidots Logo
C.

WORKING
 The CAN Module is connected to the car which receives the signals and will tell the engine
parameters like car battery, engine, speed, etc. For example, it will tell the battery life i.e. how
much more will the car run with this amount of power remaining in the battery. It will
constantly detected these parameters and sends to ESP32.
 The ESP-32 Module which is a Wi-Fi module will receive this data from CAN Module and will
send this generated data.
 Along with the data from CAN Module, ESP32 will get data from mainly three sensors; the
Temperature Sensor, Humidity Sensor and the Vibration Sensor which will tell the external
parameters of the battery.
 The Temperature Sensor will collect the temperature of the battery which will help in case of
overheating because if the temperature increases above its ambiance then there would be a
problem.
 The Humidity Sensor will detect the moisture content near the battery which will tell if there is
any sort of moisture then it may lead to short circuit or even burn the battery.
 The Vibration sensor will detect the vibration rate of the engine. If the vibration rate is higher
than that of the normal, then there may be chances of engine having some sort of technical issues
within.
 So the combination of all these data i.e. the data from CAN Module, Temperature sensor,
Humidity Sensor and the Vibration sensor combining get collected in ESP32.
 As this data will be too big, so there should be a lot of space for storage. For this we use cloud
storage which is one of the easiest storage along with extended space. At first we will be using
the cloud naming Ubidots which will be having simple functions of data storage and handling.
Then we will be using AWS (Amazon Web Server) which will then conduct various functions
such as data handling and analysing at same time.
 But for this, we have to connect the Cloud with ESP32 for the transmission of data. We do this
through a Dongle which is also known as Data Modem. Data Modem is a device that enables a
computer to transmit data over. As ESP32 is already a Wi-Fi module, so it will get connected to
the Dongle and will transmit the data to the Cloud. It is a simple Dongle which will be used as a
Wi-Fi which will help to connect the Cloud. It consists of a simple SIM card which will help to set
up a Wi-Fi hotspot that will help for sending of the data from ESP32 to the Cloud.

IV.RESULTS
We attempted to make a Gateway using ESP32 that can be used with Electric Vehicles and Industry
4.0. This gateway would work as communication device between the point of collecting the data and sending
the data. The role of gateway in Industry 4.0 is to collect the data from source to a device which can process
it and then transmit it to destination. Between the process of collecting and receiving data there may be
different protocol present depending on application. Our aim is to use this gateway in Electric Vehicles
where we planned to use CAN module for Vehicle to Vehicle communication. The primary work of gateway
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is to combinable collect information and passes on to cloud for further analysis.
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